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Local Government and Communities Committee 

Call for Views on the Period Products (Free Provision) (Scotland) Bill 

Submission from On The Ball 

 

1. The Bill has been brought forward partly in response to concerns about 
"period poverty" - difficulty in being able to afford period products. Do you think 
period poverty is a serious issue in Scotland? Please provide any relevant 
information you may have to support your views.   
 
We believe period poverty is a serious issue in Scotland. We know that poverty 
disproportionately impacts women. For example, the relative poverty rate for lone 
mothers is higher than any other working-age adult in Scotland. There is adverse 
poverty across Scotland and period poverty is just one aspect of that reality for many 
women and girls who are living in such conditions. 
 
The evidence is there to demonstrate that this is a serious issue in Scotland. Victoria 
Heaney, as part of grassroots group Women for Independence, conducted research 
in 2017 which found that one in five women in Scotland have faced period poverty. 
The research also found that alternatives such as rags, newspapers and socks were 
used in the absence of efficient period products. 
 
Nobody should have to choose between spending money on food or period protection 
and 1 in 5 women in Scotland who have had to go without products is a shocking 
statistic. In addition to this, products should be accessible to everyone, regardless of 
their ability to pay for them. 
 
We conducted a Twitter poll with 502 responses asking people if they have ever had 
to improvise on sanitary products. The cost of products remains an issue, with 14% 
have improvised due to cost. Cost aside, 77% have improvised due to being caught 
short and not being able to easily access products out in public places. It is clear that 
the lack of accessibility to products in Scotland due to affordability or non provision is 
a serious issue. 
 
2. Do you support the overall aim of the Bill - that no one in Scotland should 
have to pay for period products and that this should be set out in law?  
 
Yes - we support this aim. We believe period products should be free and accessible 
for everyone who needs them. We don’t believe that period products should be seen 
as a commodity or a luxury - they are a necessity and should be free to access. Some 
businesses have cut the tax on period products but more should be done. They should 
be completely cost-free. 
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3. The Scottish Government already has a scheme for free period products 
across schools, colleges and universities. Some public bodies also provide free 
products voluntarily. Do you have any experience of such schemes? If so, do 
they seem to you to be effective? 
 
Yes - we have been in universities and spaces where products have been free of 
charge and we have benefitted from these schemes. We do also have some concerns 
with the distribution of free products.  
 
In attendance at university, one of our members noted that there was an excessive 
amount of period products in the toilets. In the campus toilets there was often around 
ten boxes of tampons and of pads in the toilet at one time. We also found that whilst 
visiting local youth clubs -  again, there was an excess of products which the clubs felt 
they then had to pass on to other services. The youth clubs were provided with mostly 
boxes of tampons however the girls there and women from the local area were mostly 
utilising pads. Another example of an issue we have experienced was a service 
provider of free products distributing products at a public meeting we attended. The 
volume of free products brought to this meeting was again excessive and the need for 
these had not properly been considered. These products were part of the government 
scheme and when we asked about the logistics of getting the products to those who 
required them, the lack of planning, resource and consideration was of concern to us.  
 
Provision should be proportionate and suitable for the needs of those they are being 
provided to.  
 
4. The Bill would allow the Scottish Government to require organisations other 
than schools and colleges to provide free period products. Do you support this? 
If so, what other organisations should be legally made to provide free products? 
 
We absolutely support this. For us, social inclusion is just as important as education. 
To this end, we also operate our own campaign On The Ball which encourages football 
clubs to provide these products for free and at the time of writing, we have 104 football 
clubs on board from across Scotland and beyond.  
 
We often receive feedback from fans who have benefitted from free period products 
being available in their grounds and it is largely positive. We hear from fans who have 
been able to stay at the match as opposed to going home after being caught short and 
people seem grateful to be able to access products easily if their period comes 
unexpectedly without any fuss. Providing products for free is an easy way for football 
teams and other public spaces to show that they recognise menstrual needs of people 
who are in attendance. We think it’s really important for these products to be made 
available and accessible so that people are able to participate and be included in not 
just their education but in social activities too. 
 
Through our campaign we have worked with pubs, offices and other public spaces 
who have been inspired and began to provide free products. We believe that they 
should be available everywhere so that nobody has to cut their day short or feel 
embarrassment about asking others for period products. 
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We believe that free products should be available in areas where toilet roll and soap 
are currently supplied. This would include but is not restricted to ALL workplaces, 
hospitals, libraries, shopping centres, doctors surgeries. Health centres, travel areas 
(such as train stations). Anywhere with significant footfall should have products 
available at no cost and easily accessible.  
 
5. The Bill requires the setting up of a scheme for making free period products 
available. Do you have any views on what elements a scheme should include? 
In answering this question, you might want to take account of factors such as 
the importance of privacy, accessibility, value for money and the environment. 
Do you have any other comments you wish to make about the Bill? 
 
As noted before, we believe a scheme should be proportionate in that it provides 
sufficient products for the relevant venue and is able to be restocked as needed.  
 
In terms of privacy, we are often told that people can ask first aid staff/or at reception 
for products. We don’t think this is good enough. In public spaces products should be 
available in the toilets for people to access discreetly as and when they like. For 
example, a small basket or tub or like in some South Lanarkshire Council facilities, 
there is a chest of drawers in the toilet with products available including tampons, pads 
and products for incontinence. 
 
In the rolling out of this scheme, we have strong concerns around the 
commercialisation of “period poverty” and the implementation of free period products 
- It’s vital that this law/scheme remains as impartial as possible from any one particular 
brand/company and that the importance of the work is not superseded by marketing/ 
PR. Period poverty is a serious issue and we feel it is inappropriate that period product 
brands directly use the issue to increase profit. For example, some brands have made 
promises to donate money to charities in exchange for likes/shares on social media or 
via “Buy one, give one” PR tags. We believe this is unethical and that for the scheme 
to be appropriate, it should be rolled out in such a way that it raises awareness of the 
issue but does not inadvertently become commercialised or a marketing campaign.  
 
Information about the free products should be readily available to those making use of 
them - including where products are made and of the materials used to make them. 
Consumers are becoming more and more conscious about the environments that their 
products are made in and of the materials used. Consumers care about the rights of 
workers and therefore we should have reassurance that products are coming from 
places with suitable conditions for the workers making the goods. Kitemarks/ relevant 
approvals etc should be considered as minimum standard for any products provided.  
 


